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Media release
New CEO for Kalt Maschinenbau AG

Lütisburg, January 11, 2021

Change in the Executive Board of Kalt Maschinenbau AG: 
Daniel Martin, 44, took over as CEO of Kalt Maschinenbau AG at the beginning of this year. Stephan Winkler 
will focus on his strategic role on the Board of Directors. Daniel Martin as the new CEO will strengthen the  
current management team.

The Board of Directors has successfully strengthened the company’s Executive Board for the next stage of growth.  
In October 2020, Nadine Winkler was replaced by the experienced CFO Marcel Kuhn. An entrepreneurial and internationally 
experienced manager in the person of Daniel Martin is now taking over as CEO of KALT. Daniel Martin has more than  
20 years’ management and sales experience with various companies in the technology and industrial sectors. He most recently 
held the position of CEO of Swiss Tool Systems Ltd., a leading international manufacturer of modular tool systems.  
He made a significant contribution to the success of Swiss Tool Systems Ltd. by expanding its business activities and launching 
new products. Prior to this, Daniel Martin served for several years as CEO of the Swiss business unit of Angst+Pfister, a  
leading supplier of technical components and provider of comprehensive engineering solutions. He also held senior managerial 
positions with Swisslog (Kuka) and Sika Automotive. He is a mechanical engineer and holds an MBA degree.

Antonio Cives, Chairman of the Board of Directors of KALT and partner at CGS (the owner of KALT), is very pleased:  
“Daniel Martin has, in particular, in-depth expertise in the fields of company management, distribution and product innovation.
The Board of Directors is convinced that they have found a CEO who is a perfect fit for KALT in personal as well as  
technical terms.

“I’m very excited to be able to manage Kalt Maschinenbau AG as CEO. Together with the entire team, I want to play my  
part in the continuation of the company’s success story. I would like to thank the Board of Directors for the trust they have placed  
in me. I’m convinced that KALT is ideally positioned to move into a next stage of growth,” says Daniel Martin.

Daniel Martin comes from eastern Switzerland and lives with his family in Bachenbülach.

Stephan Winkler is withdrawing from the operational business and remains a member of the Board of Directors

Stephan Winkler resigned as CEO on 31 December 2020 and says: “I’m proud of everything we have achieved  
as a team during the past few years. KALT has developed very successfully and posted strong growth. Following the sale of our 
company to CGS last year and the finalized handover of management, I’m looking forward to my professional  
reorientation.” Antonio Cives thanks him on behalf of the entire KALT team for his contribution and wishes him all the best and 
much success for the future: “As the former CEO, Stephan Winkler made a substantial contribution to the growth,  
sustainable strengthening of the market position and the internationalization of KALT. We’re very pleased that he will stay on the 
Board of Directors and continue to contribute his business experience.”
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About KALT

Kalt Maschinenbau AG is a leading international specialist in cheese, dairy and process technology and employs  
more than 100 people. Founded in 1962, the company is headquartered in Lütisburg in eastern Switzerland and manufactures 
machines and equipment for a broad base of customers ranging from traditional dairies to industrial production companies.

Marcel Kuhn, CFO and Daniel Martin, CEO


